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THE STUDEI{T STRIJGGLE

Protest March at Wits! Students
action to win transformation.

ln February and March
fhis year Technikons
and U niversities
exploded with protest
actions. Black students,
sometimes su pported
by workers, have been
f ighting ta change
tertiary institutions.
They are fi'ghting the
legacy of apartheid.

The protests were
organized by the South
Af rican
Congress

Students
(SASCO)

and other student
bod ies.

EXPLODE

Protests were country
wide. Students at the 7
Vista campuses called
for the resignation of
the ir Broederbond-
controlled University
Council. They marched
on the government
calling on it to support
their demands.

The Vista students
were also calling for an
e nd to f in ancia I and
academic exclusions.

;, ano tnsleaq rety on mass

to allow 57 students to
continrJe with their
studies even though
they had been
excluded. This followed
a successful disruption
of classes. lt was
despite the
deployment of police
on campus.

At OFS Technikon,
B lack students
d em an d ing more
representation on the
Students
Representative Council
were attacked by
armed right wing
students.
who

Students
defended

At Universitv of the
Western Cap8 students
forced the management

must lose their illusions in the politicians, and instead rely on



themselves were
dispersed by police
and s u bseq u entl y
arrested. None of
the racists were
charged.

Wits U niversity
students and
workers have fought
f or the
reinstatement of I
workers ' and 7

students. These
were expelled or
dismissed for 1994
p rotests aga i nst
unfair dismissals,
exclusions and the
resignation of the
university Council.
The workers were
organ ized by the
N ational H ea lth
and Allied Workers
Union (NEHAWU).

The Wits students
and workers used a
nurnber of tactics,

A.PARTH EID
EDUCATION

Because of the legacy
of aparthe id, m a ny
Black students find it
impossible to pay their
fees. Even if they are
good students they are
to ld to leave. B lack

students are often also
given inadequate
academic support to

deal with the legacy of
Bantu Education.

Also, many of the
U n ivers ities were
reserved for Whites up
t6 1 991 . Students are
f ighting to make the'

refused to drop the
charges and issued
more notices of

such as
sleep- in,
and also
boycott.
this, the

expulsion
stude nt

charging
N E HAWU

A MASS
a strike
a class
Despite

admin

to
leaders.

the
shop

'The admin is also

steward and one
stude nt
"ki dnappi ng"

TRANSFORMING THE UNIVERSITIES: WHERE

THE WORKERS SOLIDARITY FEDERATION

STANDS

We in Workers Solidarity support the student and worker's struggle
to transform the universities and technikons. We stand against
racism. We are for equal access to education of all people and this
means fighting against the legacy of apartheid.

We believe that we need to change the role of tertiary edueation,
which is usually geared towards training experfs and managers that
make decrsions affecting aur lives every day, tatally outside of our
control.

It is the wealth that the workers produce that sustains the
universities. So the universities must help address the needs of the
Black working class.

We stand in solidarity with the workers struggle. Only united
against the bosses can we win anything. We need to break the
tradition of repressive labour relations in the public sector for once
and for all. We also stand with our class because we believe that it
is in struggle that people can be won to the need for revolution.

We agree with our comrades that the universities must be
democratized. The old apartheid managements must go. But
instead of replacing them ,with a new elitC on top of the
administrative hierarchy, we need to work out ways to genuinely
empower workers, students and staff on campus.

with



staff and student
bodies more
representative of the
country as a whole.

Students have objected
to the undemocratic
practices of the
University and
tech n ikon

wh ich dee p ly aff ect
them, such as fee
schedules. Many of
these managements
were appointed by the
apartheid government.

The student movement
has been waging this
cam paig n since the
early 1990s.

The student protests
have been condemned
for the use of tactics
such as trashing
campuses and hostage-
taking. At the National
Business lnitiative in
March, Mandela called
on White rectors to
take f irm action
against "unruly" Black
stu d ents.

He had to quickly
revise his statement.s
when angry students
and workers marched
on the ANC
headquarters at Shell
House. Banners were
carried such as "WHAT
DID WE VOTE FOR?"
and "WE WAN T

must /ose ifs illusions
in politicians and MPs.
Even though SASCO
helped campaign for
the ANC in 1994, the
ANC has shown itself
to be unwilling to
intervene on their sioe.

Only through struggle,
through mobilization of
as many people as
possib/e, can we
transf oJm
U niversities
Technikons.

the
and
The

govern ment allocated
R220 million for student
aid after the profesfs
rocked the calnpuses.

Unite ta Fight!

MAN DELA
RE\rcLU'FOIIART,
MANDELA
M ESSIAH.:'

THE
NOT
THE

managements,
do not consult
or workers on

STRUGGLE
FROM BELOW

The student movement

These
students
pol i ci es

Germany -
May Day

Riots Against
Oppression

Berlin- Street battles broke
out between police and
young German workers
and unemployed after a
May Day march in Berlin.
The rioters used petrol
bombs, rocks, and bottles.

The police said that at
least 14 officers were
injured. A number of
protestors were also
injured, and there some
arrests.

The violence broke out
after angry crowds
marched on protest
against unemployment,
anti- immigrant violence,
and sexism. 600,000
marched in the May Day
rallies.



NIogRIAIv ANARCHISTS RgSIST THE

ln the Last lssue of
UNREST we reported on
the situation in
Nigeria shotlly
after the
termination of
ihe resullts of
the first
civilian
election since
1985 by the
military
Dictatorship of
General
Babangida.
Much of this

'update comes
directly from
our comrades
in Nigeria, the
Anarcho-
Syndicalist
Awareness League (AL).

After the annulment of the
June 12 Presidential
election, waves of strikes
and violence erupted in
Nigeria's principal cities.
The military stepped up
the repression, with mass
arrests and the banning of
publications.

Babangida promised to
hand over power to a '
civilian government on
August 27th and then
appointed a wealthy
businessman and friend,

DICTATORSHIP:

Ernest Shonekan.

Babangida also arrested
the winner of the June
elections, Social
Democratic Party leader
Chief Abiola. This was
because Abiola had dared
to declare himself
President.

After the price of petrol
was raised by 700%, t[e
central labour union, the
Nigerian Labour
Congress, called out its
members on indefinite
strike to protest . The
country literally ground to
a halt.

ln response the military,
led bv General Sani

Abacha,
, Babangida's long-
standing
associate, sacked
Shonekan's team
and re-seized
power on
November 17th,
1993. A virtual

* State of
; Emergency has

followed.

The Awareness
League has
stated its

i

' opposition to the
new military
dictatorship.
While recognising

all the inherent problems
associated with elections,
the AL hasjoined with
others to call for the return
of Abiola to the presidency
" ... despite our own
reservations ... we are
convinced that the worst
civilian government is
infinitely better than the
best mil{tary regime. And
for us a civilian
government otfers a
minimum condition for the
struggle to establish a
rgvolutionary society."

ln conclusion, "the



Awareness
League
rejects the
return to the
military, in all
its
ramifications
and shall do
all it can in
collaboration
with other
activists and
labour to
resist General
Abacha's
regime and
force it to
abdicate like
Babangida
and
Shonekan's government
before it ... We can only
ask for continued support
and solidarity of all
comrades and
revolutionaries around the
world for the struggle
promises to be difficult and
long drawn."

WHAT IS THE
AWARENESS LEAGUE?

The AL is a membership
organisation of about
1000, spread across
different parts of Nigeria.
The AL was organised on
July 6th, 1989. The
charter of the Awareness
League states that the

organisation is "inspired by
and committed to the
ideals, principles,
objectives, goals, ends
and purposes of
anarcho-synd icaI ism."

At its fifth national
conference, celebrated on
July 6th, 1993, the AL
committed itself to a
national membership
drive, the creation of a,well
organised and functioning
secretariat and office, as
well as a national
education campaign. The
delegated to the
conference "agreed ... that,
unlike in the countries of

Nigerians, and others,
about African- anarchism,
the AL is in the process of
writing a book on the
subject, Africa and the
Anarchist Struggle

The Awareness League
asks comrades the world
over for financial help in
their publishing efforts.
Please send lntemational
Money 5rders or UK Bank
cheques directly to: AL,
PO Box 1920, Enugu,
Enugu State, Nigeria.
Take care to seal your
envelope to beat mail
thieves.

Latin America,
Africa does not
possess an
anarchist tradition
or experience to
point at in
concrete terms ...
The League
therefore
shoulders a
historical
responsibility in
the intemational
anarchist
movement."
(Annual Report
1es3)

i ln an effort to
Lagos during a general strihe called by the NLC againsi the militqry regime I help educate



ANARCHISM TODAY
At the present moment
socialism is in cnsis both in
the West and the East.
Ihis is despife the need for
a real alternative to
capitalism. After all
racism, mass
unemployment
,homelessnes and poverty
show that capitalism has
failed to provide for the
majoity.

This crisis of socialism
affects the Western
reformist Social Democrat
or Labcur Parties. lt also
affects the various groups
of Maxists/ Leninists/
Trotskyists.

They are paying for their
betrayal of sacialism in this
century. What they
canceived socialism to be
has been totally
discredited. What we need
ta do is to reclaim the
revolutionary and anti-
authaitarian socialism
represented by anarchism.

LABOUR PARTY BLUES

The large 'socialist'
tradition of Social
Democracy (or labourism)
is in deep trouble. These
reasons for this are not
hard to find.

After the collapse of "socialism" ...

The Social Democrats in

the West always aimed to
reform capitalism towards
socialism. They sought to
do this by introducing a
welfare state thr6ugh
parliament, by setting up
arbitration procedures and
by getting the union
leaders, bosses and
government to cooperate
in the "humane"
management of capitalism.

Many Social Democratic
policies were adopted by
most First World states
from the end of World War
2 to the early 1970s. This
was partly becduse
capitalism was going
through a boom. lt was
also because of high
levels of class struggle.

Capitalism entered cnsis ln
the 1970s and the
capitalists needed working
c/ass wages and living
standards to be diven
down. As co- managers of
the bosses' sfafes, the
Socla/ Democrats in power
led the affensive.

ln Britain this led to
massive conflict between
the Labour government
and its working class and
union supporters 1970s. ln
Sweden it was the Social
Democrats who
dismantled the welfare
state iry the 1980s. (This
was not the first time
Social Democrats attacked
workers to save
capitalisrn: in Germany
they led the counter-

coERcrolt.
SPOKEN OR UNSPOXEN TIINFATS

OF VIOLENCE OA DEPRIVAIION
ARE THE ESSENCE OF GOVERNMENI

revolution against the 1919



workers uprising).

Obviously working class
people resisted with some
success but many
struggles were sabotaged
by the trade union
bureaucracy. There were
many defeats and so
disillusionment with Social
Democracy and even
class politics grew.

COLLAPSE OF
SOVIET BLOC

THE

Most of those groups who
draw their traditions from
Marx, Lenin, or Trotsky are
already collapsing or have
collapsed. They usually
saw the so- called
"Communist" countries as
being "actually existing
socialism". The collapse of
fhese regimes, in Eastem
Europe, Russia and also
countries like
Mozambique, has resulted

in the belief that socialism
itself cannot work.

To anarchisfs fhere is no
such problem, we realized
that the Sovr'ef lJnion
stopped moving towards
socra/rsm between 1918
and 1921. The revolution
was destroyed from within
by the Bolsheviks who
believed that a centralized,
authoritaian Sfafe
apparatus under the
control af their Party was
necessary to introduce
socialism. The result was a
farm of Sfafe capitalism
run by a tiny bureaucratic
elite.

STATE SOCIALISM

Clearly much of what
passed for socialism this
century was nothing of the
sort. Rather than see their
version of socialism as
flawed, many have come
to see capitalism as
triumphant.

the anarchist tradition.
This has always rejected
the reformism of Social
Democ/acy and the
authoritarianism of
Maxism. lt has refused to
see socialism as
something being imposed
by a minority wielding
state power "on behalf of
the majority," whether that
minority was in parliament
or a "workers state."

Anarchists believe that the
capitalist economic system
must be done away with
and reflaced with a new
economic order in which
the working class of the
world will own and share
all the wealth they
produce.

The hierarchical and
authoritarian political
institutions of capitalism
must also be smashed.
The state structures
cannot introduce socialism
but will actively sabotage
the worKing class cause.

Firstly, parliament cannot
challenge capitalism. Real
power does not lie in
parliament but in the civil
service, the military and
the board rooms of the
companies. And MPs often
quickly adopt ruling class
values and iifestyles (the
gravy train).

Secondly, state institutions
are buifi so that the small
nugnber of bosses can rule
over the majority from the

Cii4st{aetgffil
*iSbpdxtaAg
tlag,srd.

DECEIT 'q
8UT THREATS ARE NOT ENOUGH

SY/INOLES ARE ALSO NEEDED
TO KEEP PEOPLE SUBMISSIVE EVEN
WIIEN THE BOSS'S BACK IS TURNED

But there is an alternative:



top down. These
hierarchical and
undemocratic structures
will always create a
hierarchical and
undemocratic society. The
so- called "workers' states"
advocated by the Maxists
to introduce socialism
have thus proved to be its
greatest enemy.

We also reject the elitist
and undemocratic idea
that a party of professional
revolutionaries is needed
to make the revolution for
the workers. This can only
lead to the creation of a
new ruling elite.

The mass of the people
must make the revolution
by and for themselves.

WHY ANARCHISM?

By contrast, anarchists
argue that the mass of
"ordinary people" must
make the revolution for
themselves. Every
member of the working
class (workers, youth,
housewives, unemployed,
rank- and- file soldiers,
rural poor) 'has a role to
play.

We believe in a revolution
that comes from the
bottom up and is based on
worker and community
councils. This would be
defended by a workers

militia which is internally
democratic and
accountable to the
masses.

The role of the Workers
Solidarity Federation and
other anarchists is to
encourage ordinary people
to take their struggle's in
their own hands and to
fight for a society without
bosses or governments.

The crisis of the traditional
Left opens the way for the
spread of the anarchist
idea. As a result
anarchism is growing
rapidly across the world,
including in Eastern
Europe and the former
Soviet Union.

Expeience demonstrates
that there ls no
authoitarian route to
socialism. Join the WSF
and build for revolution
from below.

THE

REVOLUTIONARY

ANARCHIST
TRADITION

Anarchism has always
carried the banner of
revolutionary anti-
authoritarian socialism.
Socialists need to identify
with the anarchist tradition,
no easy task as many
have been weaned on a
diet of slander that said
they were not real
socialists at all and wanted
a return to feudalism.

THE FIRST
INTERNATIONAL

Within the First
lntemational, the
lnternational Working
Men's Association, in the
last century the anarchists,
such as Bakunin,
consistently argued

against a turn to
reformism and
parliament. They
argued against the
view that the state
apparatus could be
deized and used to
introduce socialism.

The introduction of
socialism could
only be carried out
by the working
class itself, not by a
minority of
revolutionaries

acting through the state.
They also argued against

anarchists of the First lnternational
addressing the 1889 congress.



the version of Maxism that
argued that the revolution
could only come about if
the working class was
under the dictatorship of a
minority of intellectuals.

These arguments help to
explain much of what went
wrong with the socialist
movement in the twentieth
century.

At the same time the
anaichists showed that
they were capable of
organizing the scale of
struggle needed to
threaten capitalism. ln the
USA in the 1880s the
anarchists were organizing
a huge campaign for the
eight hour day involving
demonstrations of more
than a 100,000 workers.

This showed the ability of
the anarchists to connect
building for a socialist
revolution with the winning
of reforms from the
bosses. ln 1886 this was
to result in I anarchists
being sentenced to death
in Chicago, an event that
May day originated from.

At the end of the century
Anarchists in the US, most
notably Emma Goldman
were taking up the fight to
unionize women workers
and break the ban on
contraception. At a time
when most other socialists
saw women's liberation as
a side issue the anarchists
were fighting against those

aspects which most
oppressed working class
women.

THE SECOND
INTERNATIONAL

The anarchist fight against
the use of parliament by
socialists continued when
the Second lnternational
(Labour Parties) was set
up in 1889. Anarchists
attempted to argue againsi
reformism at the first three
international congresses in
1889, 1891, and 1893. The
1893 congress passed a
motion excluding all non-
trade union bodies which
did not recognize the need
for parliamentary action.

The next congress in 1896
however included
anarchists who had been
made delegates by trade
unions. They were
physically
assaulted when
they attempted to
speak and a
motion from the
German social-
democrats
Wilhelm
Liebknecht and
August Bebel and
Eleanore Aveling
(Max's daughter)
banned all those
who were anti-

anarchists some 50 years
earlier in the First
lnternational. The Russian
Revolution was the first
real test of anarchism in a
revolution. The anarchist
movement at that time was
comparatively small but it
had major influence
particularly in the factory
committees and the
Southern Ukraine.

The anarchists were
t

amongSt its foremost
supporters and were the
only group to support the
dissolving of the
constituent assembly on
the grounds that the
soviets were a more
democratic form of
government. (ln contrast
the Bolsheviks were clear
that they wished to use the
Soviets rather than the
constituent assembly

becausd they had rnore
support in the soviets. )

The anarchists fought to
push the revolution as far
as it would go, recognizing

parliamentarians"
from future congresses'.

The Russian Revolution of
1917 confirmed the
warnings made by the

Elected leaders of the worker militia that defended the
free soviets and communes of Ukraine 1918-21



that this would maximize
the willingness of the
Russian workers and
peasants, and workers
intemationally, to defend it.
When the Bolsheviks
started to impose their
dictatorship the anarchists
fought them through the
soviets and factory
committees.

By 1921 the anarchists
alone recognized that the
revolution had been
destroyed and either died
trying to bring about a third
revolution or fled into exile
to warn the world's
workers of what had
happened.

FASCISM AND WAR

After 1936 Anarchism in
Europe, Latin America and
Asia was severely
weakened. This was due
to a ruling class counter-
revolution against workers
struggles and
organizations canied out
through fascism, mititary

The anarchists organized
workers resistance to the
repression, but in many
cases their efforts were
weakened by the Social
Democrats and , the
Man<ists. ln ltaly the
struggle against Mussolini
was undermined by the
social democrats. ln
Germany the Social
Democratic Party and the
Communist Party stood
back as Hitler took power.

ln Spain the anarchist
trade unions organized
workers militias against an
attempted fascist coup led
by General Franco. nt tne
same time anarchist
workers and peasants
collectivised the land and
the factories. But even
here the Socialist-
dominated Republican
Government and the
Communist Party did
everything they could to
turn back this far- reaching
working class revolution,
contributing to the fascist

of Europe during the
Second World War many
more anarchists were
wiped out. ln countries
Italy, France, Poland,
Bulgarid, Ukraine and
Korea there were anarchist
resistance groups
throughout the war. ln
Italy they were involved in
the land seizures after the
war but were defeated by
the combined forces of the
Italian Communist Party
and the Allies.

ln Bulgaria the anarchist
movement after the war
grew rapidly by was wiped
out iry 1948 by the
Bulgarian C.P. Again,
hundreds were executed
or sent to concentration
camp. Anarchists in other
East European countries,
China and North Korea
shared a similar fate.

Anarchism re- emerged in
the working class and
student revolts of the
1960s, in countries such
as France, Mexico and
Czechoplovakia. lt
continues to grow through
out the world, in countries
as diverse as Nigeria, the
former Soviet Union,
Paraguay and Japan.

victory in 1939.

With the fascist occupation

and also



NO SOLIDARITY WITH POLICE STRIKERS!

Police unrest made
news in the first
quarter of 1995.

Many of the protests
were organized by the

delegates that he
would discuss police
grievances with the
Ministers of Police'
(Sydney Mufamadi)
and Finance (Chris
L ie ben berg ).

We must admit that we
do not care what
conditibns the police
work under. The police
have always acted as
the hired lackeys of
the bosses against ihe

A$ JULTE l'{E

So far the SAPU
members have had a
relatively sympathetic
reception from
government officials.
They were not shot
down like police
strikers organized by
the Police and Prisons
Civil Rights Union
(POPCRU).

ln February a police
striker was killed by
the internal stability
Unit at Orlando West.
ln March the army shot
another stiiker in
U mtata.

It is illegal for police
to strike.

' ' l:i'::

l.' t ','
tll;' ;"

rri.. _, *.i

wo rke rs.

While we realize that
many police work
under poor condition
we cannot stand with
the police unless they
stand. with us. So long
as the police agree to
attack'stri ke rs, ya uth
and squatters, they
are part of the
problem.

WE WO N'T STAN D
WITH THE POLICE
WHILE THE POLICE
STAND AGAINST
US!

South African Police
Union (SAPU), which
was established in
1 993. SAPU demanded
a 40% pay rise across
the board, and a R350
allowance for all
police members (and
not just shift workers
and detectives).

To back up its
demands SAP U

organized police go-
slows and work- to-
rule. By early April,
for instance, at least 5

siations in Soweto
were barely functional.

SAPU also marched on
government buildings.
At Tuynhuys Thabo
Mbeki promised SAPU



BOYCOTT THE
ELECTIONS
Because so few
people bothered to
register f or the
upcoming local
elections, the
deadline has been
extended to the
beginning of June.

But its not surprising
that there is so much
apathy. The
government has not
delivered.

Only 800 houses
have been built so
far! Meanwhile the
police have been
used against strikers
(at Pick n' P.y,
truckers Blockade,
Spa.r etc.), squatters
(Johannesburg,
Zevenfontein), and
students (Cape
Town, OFS
Technikon).

NO ACCIDENT
The State is not
some neutral tool at
the disposal of
voters. ffie Sfafe
always seryes fhe
bosses.

Look at the South
African State: this
was built in the

course of 350
years of genocide
and capitalist
colonialism. lt won't
change just
because we put
some papers in a
box every five
years.

Obviously ifs b etter
to live under a
bou rgeois

{Usr Loo<
fr You,NoW Youvl
I4OV€D INrc THE

democracy. /fs a
whole lot better than
a racist dictatorship.

But even now, the
Sfafe remains the,
tool of the bosses.
Real power does not
lie in Parliament. lt
lies in the military, in
the civil service and
in the boardrooms of
the companies. lf the
bosses were really
threatened by the
Parliament they
would remove it by
military force or by
fascism.

ln any case the ANC
is not exactly a party
of revolutionary
socialists. They
believe that there is
no real alternative to
capitalism and that
capitalism can be
reformed to meet the
needs of the

majority in South
Africa. This means
that they will always
put the needs of the
bosses first.

Whatever their
original intentions,
most MPs and other
"elected
representatives" soon
get a taste for the
power and privilege
their position brings.
This is called the
gravy train. The
effect is that they no
longer sh are anything
in common with
ordinafy people.

We also reject
parliamentary action
because we disagree
with the idea that
400 people (even if
elected) have the
right to take
decisions on behalf
of another 40



million.

At most it will create
a new Black elite but
not address the
majority's needs.

The WSF believes
that the onlY way we
will win anY
improvemenfs ls if
we stoP looking to
parliament and so-
called leaders f or
change and organize
on the ground.
Struggle broke
apartheid and onlY
struggle will end
its legacy.

BOYCOTT THE
LOT
This is why we
believe the call to set
up a so- called Mass
Workers Party in
time f or the 1999
elections is futile.
This is also why we
also disagree with
those who think the
election of the ANC
is the first Phase in
the transition to
socialism.

The idea that we
should vote for the
ANC again in order to
defend the process
of change against
racists like the NP is
also wrong. The ANC
has repeated ly
attacked the

struggles of its Black
working class
supporters.

This idea also Puts
things upside down.
Our rights do nat
originate in
parliament. TheY
were forced on
parliament through
struggle and
sacrifice. And theY
will be defended in
the same way 

t

Just imagine what
would hapPen if the
NP won the elections
and tried to
reimpose Apartheid
!? Action, not votes,
is the key to change.

Others say that we
should boycott the
elections because the
lnterim Constitution
and the Government
of National UnitY '
structures are a sell
out of Black
demand s.

The nature of the
State does not
change just because
the Constitution is
worded differentlY.
We carl only exPect
redress of our
grievances if we
struggle.

HOW YOU CAN
HELP THE
BOYCOTT:

When we call for a

vote boycott we are
not calling for
apathy. We are
calling for an active
campaign.

(1) Boycott the vote
and explain whY to
your workmates,
friends etc. your
reasons.

We have no illusions
that this campaign
will stop ttte elections
but we have to start
building for real
socia lism now.

(2) Wrjte to us and
we will supply you
with bundles of anti-
vote posters. This is
why we are calling
for a vote boycott.



WINNIE,S DISMISSAL: AN ATTACK ON STRUGGLE?
ln April, Winnie Mandela,
Deputy Minister of Arts,
Technology and Culture was
dismissed frbrn the
Government of National
Uniiy. Winnie was one of the
so- called "populists" in the
ANC.

She is well- known for her
criticisms cf the gravy train
anC of the ANC's failure to
deliver on its promises. This
was why she was fireC, and
not because she was
" u ndisci pli ned" or "corru pt".

But who was behind the
attack? The capiialist press
had a field day trying
Winnie, jusi as it had when
similar charges were placed
against Peter Mokaba. The
racist NP also jumped on the
band wagon.

Because af this, sorne
beiieve that the bosses want
to attack and discredit
S/innie (and the ANC)
befcre the local elections. lt
has even been suggested
that the bosses' newspapers
are trying to diciate to the
ANC government.

ANC I.EADS
But the truth is that the AIUC
never defended Winnie
against these affacks. lf was
the ANC who led the
offensive.
Winnie was a thorn in the
ANC's side. She was an

embarrassment who was
"undisciplined" enough to
condemn the fact that the
ANC Ministers and MPs had
achieved nothing in their
period of office, except
enrich themselves from the
state coffers. The ANC was
purging the populists.

The idea that the bosses are
somehow scared of the ANC
and want to undermine it
before the local elections is
ridiculous. The ANC has
proved a loyal defender of
fhe bosses agarnsf workers
strugg le. Rocky Malebane-
Metsing's claim that the
capitalists were trying to
undermine the so- called
"national- democratic
revolution" is just laughable.

CAPITALISTS
We da believe that other
G/VU ministers like de Klerk
are more worthy of
dismissal. De Kerk and his
cronies in the NP are guilty
of large-scale terrarism
against the Black warking
c/ass. Ifiese racisfs must af
course be punished.

But sacking de Klerk or the
NP will not change the
nature of the GNU.

The ANC gives priority to
capitalism over dealing with
the legacy of apartherd This
is because it is part of the
capitalist state apparatus. lt

wants to "stabilize" South
Africa, attract foreign
investment and restore
economic grovuth. This will
supposedly help fund the
RDP and benefit the
historical ly oppressed.

So it has been the ANC
ministers who have been the
prime actors in the crushing
of working class struggles.
The ANC holds the Police,
Education and Labour
portfolios. 

.

NO ALTERNATNVE
Winnie raised important
issues facing the wor-king
class. But she does not offer
an alternative far her
i m pove risheC su p porfers.
She is hgrself a rich person.
She is as rnuch a beneficiary
of the GNU gravy- train,
earning R350 000 a year.

When push comes to shove
she wiil stand against
socialism anci defend the
capitalist wage system. We
must make the revolutian for
ourseivesl


